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Abstract

Real-time audio and video data streamed over unreliable IP networks, such as the Internet, may encounter losses due to dropped packets or late arrivals. This paper reviews error-concealment schemes developed for streaming real-time audio and video data over the Internet. Based on their interactions with (video or audio) source coders, we classify existing techniques into source coder-independent schemes that treat underlying source coders as black boxes, and source coder-dependent schemes that exploit coder-specific characteristics to perform reconstruction. Last, we identify possible future research directions.

1. Introduction

Increases in bandwidth and computational speed lead to growing interests in real-time audio and video transmissions over the Internet. In the Internet, packets carrying real-time data may be dropped or arrive too late to be useful because the Internet is a packet-switched, best-effort delivery service, with no guarantee on the quality of service (QoS).

Traditional audio and video compression algorithms are not robust to transmission errors. The sole objective of compression is to maximize coding gain, assuming error-free channels. Most video coding schemes rely on temporal-difference coding to achieve high coding efficiency, thereby introducing a pervasive dependency structure into a bit stream. Hence, the loss of a video frame may result in the loss of subsequent dependent frames, leading to visual artifacts that can be long lasting and annoying. Similarly, low bit-rate speech systems incorporate recursive filters to remove as much redundancy as possible without considering error resilience. The loss of a speech frame, therefore, results in the degradation of the lost frame as well as subsequent frames [55].

To deliver audio and video data over the Internet in real time with high quality, an active research area is to develop simple, robust error-concealment and coding strategies. In the following, we review previous techniques developed for error control and concealment in audio and video communications. As shown in Figure 1, these techniques are described in two classes depending on their interactions with source coders. Generally, source coder-independent techniques assume no knowledge of the underlying coding algorithms, whereas source coder-dependent techniques perform error concealment by exploiting features in individual coders. Source coder-independent schemes can further be divided into three types of schemes, according to where error concealment is carried out: sender-based, receiver-based, and sender receiver-based. Source coder-dependent schemes can also be classified into three types, depending on the role of the source and channel coders in the concealment process: source coder exploiting redundancy in which error control is performed solely in the source coder, source coder and channel coding in which a channel coder, designed based on information from the source coder, adds controlled redundancy to combat transmission errors, and joint source-channel coding in which the source and channel coders are designed cooperatively for the purpose of error control.

This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 survey error-concealment strategies for real-time audio and video transmissions. Section 4 concludes the paper by discussing challenges and possible future directions.
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2 Error Concealment for Packet Voice

Schemes in this class are divided into source coder-independent and source coder-dependent schemes.

2.1 Source Coder-Independent Schemes

Receiver-based schemes perform loss-concealment actions only at the receiver. Typically, lost packets are recreated by padding silence or white noise [61], or by repeating the last received packet [64], or by pattern matching using small segments of samples immediately before or after lost packets [63, 78], or by pitch-period replication where pitch periods are estimated using speech segments immediately before lost packets [78], or by performing waveform substitution based on previously received frames on each sub-band of linear prediction (LP) residues [13]. These strategies only work well when losses are infrequent and when packet sizes are small [26]. Due to the high probability of losses in the Internet, these schemes are not very promising.

Sender receiver-based schemes are usually more effective because senders can convey knowledge about lost packets to receivers. Hence, receivers can better estimate lost packets than those in receiver-based schemes.

Among all the schemes, those that demand packets demarcation from the underlying networks are not useful in the Internet because such service is not available. An example is the class of priority-based schemes that assign different priorities to different voice packets, and an underlying network that drops packets according to their priorities when congestion happens. Priority-based schemes in the coder-independent category include setting priorities according to signal energy, difference to previous packets, and voice onset or transition indicators [80]; or setting priorities according to whether a packet can be well-predicted from previous packets [37, 41, 80]; or coding original speech signals in the first pass while assigning all parameters high priority, and coding compression residues in the second pass while assigning all parameters low priority [80].

There are loss-concealment schemes based on retransmissions [11, 18, 19]. By controlling the playback time for the first packet in each talk-spurt, they manage to perform timely retransmission of lost packets. However, they are designed for local-area networks and not for the Internet.

In general, schemes designed for transmissions over the Internet cannot require underlying QoS support. Such schemes can be classified into those based on redundancy control and those based on zero redundancy control.

Several methods for senders to add redundancy involve adding redundancies at the packet level that result in unnecessary higher bandwidth usage. The most naive method adds copies of the previous k frames in the packet containing frame n [34]. Another popular method is Forward Error Correction (FEC) that extends traditional error concealments for bit errors to packet losses [53, 54]. The idea is to add an error-control packet for each block of k data packets, thereby allowing the decoder to recover any single missing packet in the block. Yet another method piggy-backs in packet n, in addition to its own samples, a redundant version of the previous k packets obtained by a lower bit-rate coder [7, 8, 26]. When losses happen, receivers just wait for the redundant version of the lost packets. These methods are not the best for error concealment in the Internet because they do not exploit redundancy in voice streams and require considerable increases in bandwidth.

There are schemes that add redundancy to protect only part of each packet but not the whole packet. Generally, they take the form of waveform substitution. The redundant information sent includes voiced/unvoiced indicators and pitch information [51, 71], or in addition background noise or fricatives indicators [17], or short-time energy and zero-crossings [20], or pitch estimates with amplitude and fundamental frequency information of previous packets [12]. In these schemes, receivers replace lost packets by finding a best match on the redundant speech segments received. Their drawback is that good quality can only be achieved when considerable redundant information is sent.

In contrast, schemes that do not add redundancy in transmissions must trade quality for reliability. These schemes
Source-coding schemes exploiting redundancy enable loss concealment of source coders by exploiting redundancy in coded streams. They are, therefore, coder-specific.

Priority-based coder-dependent schemes suffer the same drawback as their counterpart coder-independent schemes; namely, priority transmissions are not available on the Internet. Examples include assigning high priority to most significant bits (MSB) and low priority to least significant bits (LSB) [61, 50] in waveform coders, and assigning high priority to linear prediction coefficients (LPC) and pitch parameters and low priority to excitation information for linear prediction based (LP-based) coders [80].

For DPCM coders, one existing method is to interleave quantized prediction errors and to design reconstruction filters based on the assumption that input voice streams can be modeled by first-order Gauss-Markov distributions [28]. Another method, also based on sample interleaving, performs tree-search for best matched quantized samples [21].

There are also techniques designed specifically for LP-based coders. When loss happens, the receiver can copy coder parameters from the most recent error-free packet to both reconstruct the lost packet and update coder states, as suggested in [15], or repeat the parameters of the previous frame with scaled down gains [4]. These receiver-based coder-independent schemes are not scalable under high probability of losses that is common in the Internet.

Source-coding and channel-coding schemes (SCCC) extend traditional channel-coding methods for concealing bit errors in order to compensate packet losses and modify channel coding to suit different source coders. In [5], the authors proposed to add FEC protections only for the most sensitive information for LP-based coders. By adding redundant control, these schemes demand more bandwidth and will have the same drawbacks as redundant coder-independent schemes.

3 Error Concealment for Packet Video

Schemes in this class are similarly divided into source coder-independent and source coder-dependent schemes.

3.1 Source Coder-Independent Schemes

Source coder-independent techniques for video transmissions are described similarly in three categories.

Sender-based schemes employ intelligent packetization at the sender side to prevent two kinds of propagation losses. First, because of exclusive use of variable length coding (VLC) in compression standards, packet losses often cause the loss of synchronization in a coded bit stream, rendering subsequent packets useless. One technique proposes to divide a coded bit stream into packets according to inserted synchronization points [65]. If a synchronization unit (e.g.,
GOB in MPEG and H.263) cannot fit into a single packet, it is further divided according to smaller syntactic units (e.g., macroblocks). Second, most coding schemes rely on temporal-difference coding to achieve high coding efficiency, thereby introducing a pervasive dependency structure into a bit stream. To prevent the propagation effects due to difference coding, dependency tree-based scheme put all information derived from a common ancestor into a single packet [10]. In this approach, a lot of side information has to be sent to ensure proper assembly of the received packets at the decoder.

Receiver-based techniques are motivated by the insensitivity of human perception to high frequency components. The processing is carried out in either spatial domain, temporal domain, frequency domain, or some combinations of the above.

Spatial-domain recovery makes use of the smoothness assumption of video signals through a minimization approach. One approach recovers a lost block by minimizing the sum of squared differences between the boundary pixels of the lost block and its surrounding blocks [77, 86]. This smoothness measure often leads to blurred edges in the recovered image. The other approaches propose to minimize variations along edge directions or local geometric structures [35, 59, 83]. They require accurate detection of image structures, and mistakes can yield annoying artifacts in a reconstructed video.

Temporal-domain recovery exploits temporal correlation by replacing a corrupted block by its corresponding block on the motion trajectory in the previous frame [25, 33]. The difficulty with this approach is that it relies on the knowledge of motion information that may not be readily available in all circumstances.

Frequency-domain recovery performs reconstruction by interpolating each lost coefficient in a damaged block from the corresponding coefficients in its four neighboring blocks [1, 27]. Because the correlation of pixels in adjacent blocks is likely to be small, the interpolation does not produce satisfactory results.

Other approaches employ some combinations of the above three techniques to reconstruct lost data. Maximum-smoothness recovery extends the smoothness property to both spatial and temporal neighbors [85]. POCS (Projection onto Convex Sets) [60, 81] formulates spatial- and temporal-smoothness constraints into convex sets and derives a solution iteratively. The approach using genetic algorithm conceals a corrupted block by iteratively performing reproduction/crossover/mutation and by evaluating a proposed, fitness function until a stopping criterion is satisfied [56]. Besides computationally expensive, designing post-processing schemes at the receiver, independent of the encoder at the sender, may not result in high-quality reconstruction because the two are usually closely related.

Sender receiver-based schemes involve the cooperation of both the sender and the receiver in concealing errors.

Forward error-correction (FEC) methods have been proposed for video communications in the past [38, 44]. Besides increasing transmission bandwidth, it also introduces long delay in decoding and is difficult to apply in packet networks because hundreds of bytes of data may be lost in a burst and need to be recovered.

Retransmissions have generally been considered inappropriate for real-time streaming applications because of delays introduced. To make use of retransmitted data, a naive decoder will wait for requested retransmitted packets before playing subsequent data, leading to long freezes in playback. More complex decoders conceal lost video by a certain recovery method, without waiting for retransmitted packets to arrive [24]. At this point, error concealment introduces certain inaccuracies in the video data that will propagate in playback. Upon arrival of retransmitted data, the affected pixels due to error propagation will be corrected according to a complex relationship. This approach, however, has difficulty in handling cascade loss scenarios in which packet losses happen again before the arrival of retransmitted packets.

Interleaving or scrambling [47, 66] reorders image pixels to be transmitted in such a way that packet losses cause isolated losses that may be approximately reconstructed using their surviving neighbors. It is applicable to situations where neighboring pixels are highly correlated, but may not work well when adjacent pixel values are changing rapidly. To overcome this difficulty, a similar linear transformation has also been proposed to improve the reconstruction quality when some of the interleaved streams were lost during transmission [74].

3.2 Source Coder-Dependent Schemes

This class of techniques perform error recovery by adding redundant information in the source and/or channel coders.

Source-coding schemes exploiting redundancy. Error recovery at the decoder in a traditional source-coder design is very difficult because redundancy is removed to the largest extent in order to achieve the best compression. Hence, adding redundancy intentionally in the source coder is one way to achieve increased robustness.

Robust entropy coding (REC) decreases the effects of error propagation when packet losses result in wrong decoding states. One way is to periodically insert synchronization codes in the bit stream [22, 36, 39], although the length of inserted code words has to be long enough to prevent false synchronization. A second scheme distributes code words from individual blocks into slots of equal size [31, 49, 62]. In this approach, the proper slot size is hard to determine.
The third technique is included in the error-resilient mode of MPEG-4 [57] in which a reversible VLC is employed in such a way that once a synchronization word is found, the coded bit stream can be decoded backwards. This approach achieves improved robustness at reduced coding efficiency.

Restricting prediction domain (RPD) tries to reduce degradations due to temporal-difference coding. Examples include video-redundancy coding modes in H.263, independent segment decoding, and dynamic reference picture selection [14, 79]. These schemes can only limit adverse effects of error propagation due to prediction coding.

Layered coding (LC) has been an area of active research in the past decade in the context of ATM [3, 23, 48, 85] and wireless networks [30, 32, 84]. Layered coding partitions data into a base layer and a few enhancement layers. The base layer contains visually important video data that can be used to produce output of acceptable quality, whereas the enhancement layers contain complementary information that allows higher-quality video data to be generated. In networks with priority support, the base layer is normally assigned a higher priority so that it has a larger chance to be delivered error free when network conditions worsen. Layered coding has been popular in ATM networks but may not be suitable for Internet transmissions for two reasons. First, the Internet does not provide priority delivery service for different layers. Second, when the packet-loss rate is high and part of the base layer is lost, it is hard to reconstruct the lost bit stream since little redundancy is present.

Multiple-description coding (MDC), in contrast, divides video data into equally important streams such that the decoding quality using any subset is acceptable, and that better quality is obtained by more descriptions. It is assumed in MDC that losses to different descriptions are uncorrelated, and that the probability of losing all the descriptions is small. MDC has been implemented in several ways. In the scalar-quantizer approach [6, 52, 67, 68, 69], optimal index assignments are hard to find in real time, and suboptimal approaches, such as A2 index assignment [67], introduce a large overhead in bit rate [76]. Instead of putting each pixel in every description, a pair-wise correlating-transform (PCT) [45, 75] approach has been proposed to introduce correlations in each pair of transform coefficients and distribute the two coefficients resulted from PCT into two descriptions. This approach has high coding efficiency when both descriptions are available but has mediocre reconstruction quality with one description. It is, therefore, not applicable in an error-prone environment like the Internet because the ultimate perceived quality may be dominated by the reconstruction quality of one description.

Recently, a simple MDC-based scheme was proposed [58] based on state-of-the-art transform codecs. The design was based on the observation that the original DCT and quantizer designs are not necessarily the best for reconstructing lost data when video data is partitioned into two streams and when one of them is lost during transmission. Its basic idea is to find a new transform \( T' \) in order to minimize reconstruction error after interpolation, based on fixed quantization \( Q \), inverse quantization \( IQ \), and inverse DCT \( T^{-1} \) (Figure 3). That is:

\[
E_r = \left\| \text{Interpolate}(T^{-1}(IQ(c))) - x \right\|^2  \tag{1}
\]

decompression + reconstruction.

With further approximations, an optimized reconstruction-based DCT (ORB-DCT) can be derived [58] that takes the same forms for both intra- and inter-coded blocks.

Source coding and channel coding achieves error resilience by adding error correction codes [2, 46]. It differentiates from FEC in coder-independent schemes because its distribution of protection is closely related to the source-coder output. For example, \( I \) frames are guarded by more protection bits in H.263-like coders [2]. Again, the use of such schemes in video communications must be based on prudent decisions because video transmissions are already very bandwidth-intensive.

Joint source channel-coding (JSCC) schemes minimize transmission errors by designing jointly quantizers and channel coders, according to a given channel error model [16, 42, 43, 70]. To cope with noisy channels, they try to optimally partition bandwidth between the source and channel coders, depending on channel-loss status, normally characterized by some parameters. They are, however, hard to apply in the Internet since the Internet does not have a well-defined channel model.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have described various error-concealment strategies for both audio and video transmissions. Depending on the type of information they exploit,
some schemes are more attractive than others. In general, source coder-dependent methods work better than source coder-independent ones because they incorporate the properties of source coders for reconstruction purpose.

Among source coder-independent techniques, sender-based packetization techniques are only useful to prevent error propagation among packets, whereas receiver-based techniques depend solely on the inadequate capability of decoders to do error concealment. FEC and retransmissions in sender-receiver-based methods are not suitable for packet-based real-time Internet transmissions, while interleaving alone does not produce good quality output in all scenarios. Last, the proposed transformation-based scheme optimizes the reconstruction quality of interleaving-based systems but does not take into consideration bandwidth and delay constraints of the underlying transport level. Future work in this area should focus on designing jointly sender-, transport- and receiver-level schemes.

Some of the source coder-dependent techniques are unsuitable for Internet transmissions because they make certain simplifying assumptions on the distribution of input signals, or apply simple estimates of lost packets in receiver-based schemes, or assume a generalized channel model (JSCC), or require prioritized transmissions (LC), or are difficult to apply in packet networks (SCCC). Other approaches, such as REC and RPD, are limited to dealing with propagation loss only. A good alternative for packet networks that may suffer from high bursty packet losses is the class of MDC-based systems. Future research should focus on extending MDC schemes for music coders and wavelet-based video coders and in designing MDC under transport-layer constraints.
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